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Bissell carpet cleaner machine price

SplurgeThe Bissell Great Green Professional Carpet Cleaner is a heavy duty, professional-grade machine with stain-removing power that consistently impresses reviewers. Reviewers like that this machine cleans both forward and back passes, not just when you pull the machine back, which reduces cleaning time. It has separate 1.75 gal. tanks for clean and dirty water to make cleaning easier, a 9 foot
hose with a scrubber accessory for spot cleaning and an extremely large cleaning brush. This is a heavy machine, weighing more than 40 pounds. It also has a high price tag, often selling for about $400. If this price gives you pause but you still want to try the cleaning power of the machine, Bissell makes it easy to find places to rent the big green machine. If you have the old carpet you want to replace,
here's how to save some money by removing it yourself. Buy now we bought the Bissell SpotClean Professional Portable Carpet Cleaner so our reviewer could put it to the test in her home. Continue reading for a full review of our product. Many carpet cleaners available today are oversized and challenging to store, which is why Bissell SpotClean portable carpet cleaner is an attractive option for those who
are short on space. This compact carpet cleaner promises great results in a small package: The brand says it can remove wine, mud, coffee, and other common stains, and is incredibly portable, making it a good choice for cleaning your car, stairs, and other tricky areas. To see if the Bissell SpotClean is worth the investment, I put it to the test, using it to treat a variety of common stains, as well as to clean a
small dirty carpet. Read complaints to see how much I liked it. The Spruce/Camryn Rabideau Some full-size carpet cleaners require assembly before they can be used, but not the Bissell SpotClean. This compact carpet cleaner comes fully assembled, right out of the box. All you have to do is fill the water tank with hot water, pour in 2 ounces of cleaning solution, and choose the head you would like to use-
then you are ready to start cleaning! I loved that I didn't have to tinker around with various pieces and go find a toolkit to get this product up and running. The Spruce/Camryn Rabideau Unlike many other carpet cleaners, the Bissell SpotClean is compact and lightweight at just 13 kg. On one side of the unit, there is a space to wrap the power cord 22 and on the other hand, there is a box where you can end
up with the 5-foot hose. The 3/4-gallon clean water tank is on one side of the appliance, and the dirty water collection is on the other. There isn't one too much in this little machine, but that's part of its appeal, considering many other carpet cleaners are quite cumbersome. Attachments are almost the exact same thing, except one is larger than the other. The Bissell SpotClean comes with two heads that you
can attach to the tube-a 3-inch hard stain tool and a 6-inch ladder tool. However, attachments the exact same thing, except one is bigger than the other. I thought this was a bit disappointing considering the price point of this machine; the least they could do is provide two different heads. I also found the instructions for measuring the type of cleaning confusion. The Quick Start instructions make it look like
you can use the water tank cap to measure 2 ounces of liquid, but the lid is really small and does not favor measuring the liquid. Instead, I only used the measuring cup that came with the bottle of cleaning solution. Find other compact cleaning tools in our list of the best handheld vacuums. This carpet cleaner should not be used to clean full carpets. Instead, it's actually just meant to treat stains and clean
small areas. I decided to try it on a small 3 x 2-foot entry mat that had seen better days-it was originally green and white, but had turned to green and brown over time. Ick. You will probably end up a full-size carpet cleaner to get the rest of the surface to the same degree of clean. I used the bigger head to rub on some of the dirtiest spots on the rug, and I was amazed at how much dirt the tool got. The
white spots were actually white again! However, I quickly realized that I was going to have to clean up the whole thing because the clean spots stuck out like a sore thumb. Eventually, I ended up rubbing the whole rug with hand tool-not the most pleasant task as it relies on you for cleaning power. My hands were very tired when I finished. SpotClean's impressive cleaning skills are both a blessing and a
curse. On the one hand, it will come out hard stains, making your carpet look fresh again. However, if the rest of the rug is also dirty, the clean spots will stand out, and you will probably end up a full-sized carpet cleaner to get the rest of the surface to the same degree of clean. Beyond this conundrum, I was impressed that I never had to refill the clean water tank in this carpet cleaner. It's comparable to the
tank in a full-size cleaner, and goes much further when you're just cleaning small spots. The Spruce/Camryn Rabideau used the bigger head to rub in some of the dirtiest spots on the carpet, and I was surprised at how much dirt the tool got. The Spruce/Camryn Rabideau For a machine designed specifically to remove stains, this carpet cleaner doesn't really impress me with its stain-busting skills. To see
how I perform on common carpet stains, I smeared mustard, chocolate, salad dressing, coffee, wine, and permanent marker on an old carpet. After leaving the stains dry, I went with the Bissell SpotClean, doing two thorough passes over each stain. This carpet cleaner didn't really impress me with his stain-busting skills. The chocolate, salad dressing, and dirt were mostly removed, but you could still see
the mustard, coffee, wine, and permanent marker. Guidelines say you may need to pre-treat heavily carpet so that you can help with ground-in spots, but I expected even better results considering marketing for this tool specifically references wine and coffee stains. Need treatment on the spot? Get help from one of the best carpet stain removers. One of the most important appeals of this portable carpet
cleaner is that it is small enough to store just about anywhere. All you have to do is rinse the dirty water tank, wrap the power cord, and wrap the pipe; you can then hide the compact machine on a shelf in a cupboard or even under your sink. You can save one of the attachments to the machine, but you need to find a home for any attachment that is not in use. Bissell SpotClean retails for about $140, which
isn't bad as carpet cleaners go, but if you keep in mind that it can actually only be used for spot cleaning, the price seems a little high. For example, there are some full-size carpet cleaners that cost about $150 and can be used in full carpets, as well as with a hand tool for spot cleaning. Personally, I'd rather have both options if I'm going to spend so much money. Bissell ProHeat 2X Revolution Pet Pro
Carpet Cleaner: Another one of Bissell's popular carpet cleaners is the ProHeat 2X Revolution Pet Pro, which is designed with the concerns of pet owners in mind. This full model looks more like an upright vacuum, and has the ability to clean large carpets, deal with messes with its stain tool, and even vacuum and wash wallpaper with its special 2-in-1 tool. The Pet Pro is arguably more versatile than the
SpotClean, but it also comes at a higher price ($269). If you just want to get rid of the occasional stain, stick with spotclean. However, if your main goal is to get rid of pet hair, smells, and stains in your home, you may be better off in pet pro. Bissell Large Green Professional Machine Carpet Cleaner: If your carpet cleaning needs are greater, you may want to upgrade even further to the large professional
Bissell machine carpet cleaner. This great device is more comparable to what professional cleaners use, and while it's much more expensive ($469) than SpotClean, it's a more comprehensive solution for those who have wall-to-wall carpeting in multiple rooms of their home. Big Green delivers incomparable cleaning performance, getting deep into rugs to pull up dirt you didn't even know was there, and has
a hand tool that you can use to target them stains as well. However, this professional-grade tool weighs a whopping 40 pounds, so it can be a little challenging to navigate around your home. Final Verdict Good for point cleaning. If you are looking for a tool to deal with one-off stains around the house, professional portable SpotClean Bissell carpet cleaner is a solid choice. It will get the job done-though you
might need help from a pre-treatment-and it won't take too much space in your closet. However, if you want a more comprehensive carpet cleaning device, you can find decent decent models for a little more money. Money.
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